2006 CESSNA CITATION CJ3
S. N 5253-0113 - REG N55GP

Specifications & Pictures

www.pacific-point.com  sales@pacific-point.com  ph: 305-395-6589
Aircraft Total Time 4250 hours / 2240 landings

Engines: Williams International FJ44-3A (2)
Right+ Left Engine 233 Hrs since Overhaul
Enrolled and current on 100% JSSI

No Corrosion, Meticulously Maintained, Cessna Service Centers, No Damage History.
Fresh Doc 22 by Cessna Orlando 8/17, Refurbished Interior 8/2017.

**Avionics**

- Collins - 3000 series ADCs, AHRS, FGCs, AP, & FD
- Collins FMS - 3000 Flight Management System
- Collins IFIS - 5000 Integrated Flight Information System with CCP - 3000 controller
- Collins 4000 - series COM/NAV/DME with dual RTU - 4200 Radio Tuning Units
- Dual Collins TDR - 94 Mode Transponders

- Dual-channel FADEC units
- Artex C406N ELT
- Skywatch HP TCAS I
- XM Weather and Jeppesen Chartview via IFIS
- Garmin GPS 500
- Landmark TAWS-L3 Communications EGPWS
- Collins WXR-800 color weather radar

**Additional Features**

- Lead Acid battery
- Tail Flood Lights
- Pulselights
- Encore Type Entry Step (upgrade)

- Sheepskin cockpit seats
- Indirect cabin lightning
- 110 VAC cabin outlets with 500W inverter

**Interior**

Six pedestal seats in beige leather: two aft facing and four forward facing. Four center club standard configuration and large galley. LH aft, belted flushing potty.

Left and right hand executive tables with leather table top insert. LH/RH aft cabin dividers with mirror treatment and sliding privacy doors. Executive and slimline tables Side Wall and Carpeting, Pleated Window Shades, PSU Indirect Lighting, Drop-Aisle Accent Lighting, High Gloss Laminate Cabinetry with Medium Brush Aluminum Hardware, AvVisor Plus Cabin Display with Fwd Mounted 8.4 Inch LCD Display with remote, 110-Volt Outlets, Fwd Refreshment Cabinet

Refurbished interior 8/17 new carpet, new shipsking crew seats, redyed leateher passager seats.

**Exterior**

Overall Matterhorn white with Light Blue and Red stripes.
2006 CESSNA CITATION CJ3
S/N 5253-0113 / REG. N55GP
2006 CESSNA CITATION CJ3
S/N 5253- 0113 / REG. N55GP
Asking Price: Make Offer

Please contact us at Pacific Point Aviation, Inc.

Enrique Ponce
enrique@pacific-point.com / mb 305-903-0608

Specifications are subject to verification by purchaser
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